Dynamics of H + HeH+(v = 0, j = 0) → H2+ + He: Insight on the Possible Complex-Forming Behavior of the Reaction.
The H + HeH+→ He + H2+ reaction has been studied by means of a combination of theoretical approaches: a statistical quantum method (SQM), ring polymer molecular dynamics (RPMD), and the quasiclassical trajectory (QCT) method. Cross sections and rate constants have been calculated in an attempt to investigate the dynamics of the process. The comparison with previous calculations and experimental results reveals that despite the fact that statistical predictions seem to reproduce some of the overall observed features, the analysis at a more detailed state-to-state level shows noticeable deviations from a complex-forming dynamics. We find some differences in cross sections and rate constants obtained in the QCT calculation with a Gaussian binning procedure with respect to previous works in which the standard histogram binning was employed.